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SpeechGraphics
by VentureBeat • 6 months ago • 96 views
Dr Gregor Hofer of SpeechGraphics sits down with Venturebeat at SXSW…

Speech Graphics uploaded and liked 6 months ago

Speech Graphics Text-to-Speech Animation
6 months ago • 375 views
The facial animation in this video is driven automatically by the Text-to-Speech engine. For more information and demos, please…

Speech Graphics and 4 others liked 1 year ago

Speech Graphics | Gregor Hofer | GDC 2012
by Scottish Development International • 1 year ago • 300 views
http://www.sdi.co.uk/creative Speech Graphics has developed the first high-fidelity lip-sync solution driven by audio. Based on two…

Hey folks. Regarding movement in the upper face, this was deliberately not included in the demo since we wanted to focus on what was done automatically from the voice. However see our recent blog entry on this topic on our website and see the February 16th article in Develop Online on our collaborative work with Audiomotion, combining upper-face mocap with audio-driven lip sync.

Speech Graphics Multilingual Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 108,801 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, please…

Speech Graphics uploaded a video 1 year ago

Speech Graphics Spanish Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 715 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, please…

Speech Graphics uploaded a video 1 year ago
Speech Graphics German Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 1,073 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics Russian Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 914 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics Japanese Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 444 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics Korean Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 231 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics French Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 431 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics British English Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 1,008 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics American English Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 942 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...

Speech Graphics American English Voice-Driven Lip Sync
1 year ago • 361 views
The facial animation in this video was generated completely automatically from audio. For more information and demos, plea...
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Speech Graphics at GDC | Scottish Development International
by Scottish Development International • 2 years ago
785 views
Interview with Dr Gregor Hofer from Speech Graphics at the Game Developers Conference 2011 in San Francisco.
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The Matrix - Tumbling down the rabbit hole...
by sprish00 • 4 years ago • 67,059 views
Morpheus: I imagine that right now you're feeling a bit like Alice.
Neo: You could say that....